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BRUCE GEJE

Bidfood South Africa, Linbro Park,
Ambient Warehouse Manager

BIDFOOD SOUTH AFRICA
A COVID HERO STORY
As COVID Level 5 lockdown set in, we were fortunate enough
to receive a huge order for care hampers. The deadlines were
tight and we needed to get 20 600 hampers delivered
in less than eight weeks.
Sourcing the massive order was the first challenge, over
200 tonnes of each item of maize, samp, rice and flour. Not to
mention another 200 tonnes of oil, pilchards, jam, baked beans,
cereal, pasta, sugar beans, peanut butter, salt, yeast, sanitizer,
and masks. Our suppliers were taken by surprise and in order
to meet the requirements, were forced to deliver after hours
and on weekends.
Bruce was there for every delivery. On Thursday, April 30,
the day before a public holiday, at 5pm, five pantechnicon
trucks lined up on our ramp. Bruce and his team offloaded all
the trucks and packed away the stock until 2am in the morning.
The next day he was back placing stock on the floor to be
packed into hampers that needed to be delivered on the
Saturday and Sunday. Bruce also rolled up his sleeves in
loading the over 20 trucks heading out to the recipients.
Bruce worked tirelessly long hours and weekends, over the
next eight weeks, in order to meet those delivery deadlines.
Bruce was our go-to man for all stock queries, updates on
goods in and out, taking full responsibility without a negative
word. Bruce understood what Bidfood South Africa and
our nation was going through, and he was committed to
doing what was necessary to help save jobs.
Bruce’s story is just one of many that can be told
Classified as essential services, our entire team stepped up
when called upon, put their shoulder to the wheel and made it
happen, going well beyond the call of duty. We are extremely
proud of our entire team, from warehouse pickers to marketing,
online developers to truck drivers; we could not have survived
this without our COVID heroes.
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“Every meal’s best friend”

Six Gun Grill,
Crown Food, South Africa
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Bidfood Christchurch fleet,
New Zealand.

Bidfood Australia and Bidfood New Zealand
make up the Bidfood Australasia division,
acquired into the group over 20 years’ ago,
in 1995 and 2000 respectively, a full end-toend national foodservice offering.

Bidfood Australia is the nation’s leading distributor with divisions
across foodservice, meat and liquor. Committed to innovation,
service delivery and the continual invigoration of product range.
Their ability to remain the leader in these three areas, while
working closely with their customers, is what sets Bidfood
Australia apart. The team continues to run a successful and
dynamic business, with a great deal of passion in serving the
correct customer base, embracing the benefits of smart
procurement and manufacturing best practice, whilst leading
the pack in technological innovations.
Bidfood New Zealand is New Zealand’s leading national wholesale
food distributor, made up of four divisions: Foodservice, Fresh,
Processing and Logistics. Together, all divisions provide the
foodservice and hospitality industry with a complete range
of food and non-food products. Linking the distribution of
22 500+ products to over 18 000 customers. Bidfood NZ can
service commercial food businesses of all sizes, from a small
cafe through to the largest national businesses in New Zealand.

COVID
While there are some positive shoots appearing, the Australasian
operations have been very much in survival mode over the last
quarter of the 2020 financial year.
Australia performed remarkably given the tough conditions,
not only with the impact of the COVID pandemic, but also off
the back of the prolonged drought and the national bush fire
crisis. Focus throughout remained on motivating staff and keeping
the management team positive throughout this tumultuous time of
uncertainty. There were some wins noted, with labour costs well
controlled, reducing inventory levels, collecting debtors and in
doing so generating cash. Good feedback from customers was
received, commenting that Bidfood Australia did a great job in
remaining open and servicing those customers in need.
In NZ, the hospitality industry remains vulnerable, with the
absence of foreign tourists and the end of government financial
support looming large as potential roadblocks to a sustained
recovery. Our post-lockdown strategy of engaging proactively
with customers on managing debt, and aggressively pursuing
sales, has, however, paid dividends, with the debtors’ book
looking much better than expected, and the business seeing a
significant jump in market share.
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Human capital
OUR CHIEF EXECUTIVES
Phil Struckmann
Bidfood New Zealand

Rachel Ruggiero
Bidfood Australia

FATALITIES

TOTAL EMPLOYEES

4 095
2019: 4 704

13%

MALE
EMPLOYEES

2 991
2019: 3 443

Bidfood Victoria warehouse, Australia.

OUR PEOPLE ARE THE HEARTBEAT OF THE
ORGANISATION AND REPRESENT THE MOST
VALUABLE ASSET TO OUR COMPANY.

Zero
fatalities for the
past 5 years
FEMALE
EMPLOYEES

13%

1 104
2019: 1 261

12%

Bidfood Australia employs nearly 2 000 people nationwide across
the entire branch network, with just less than one third of the team
being female. Employee numbers are down following the sale of
Australia Fresh and Logistics operations. To ensure our continued
success as Australia’s premier foodservice distributor, our strategy
is to empower our people through entrepreneurship, incentivisation
and decentralised management. Team members are also provided
with continual support and development opportunities where
necessary.

PAYROLL SPEND (Rbn)
4
3
2
1
0

2020

3,5

Bidfood Australasia pride themselves on offering the industry’s
most comprehensive product range, broadest market coverage,
economies of scale and one-stop solutions. The division is an
innovator and leads the industry in the development of
ecommerce solutions. Sustained investment in training and
technology ensure high levels of service, efficiency, quality
and accreditation.

Bidfood Truganina, Australia.

3,1

AUSTRALASIA

Through intentional proactive investment in people,
technology, the community and environmental management,
Bidfood Australasia aims to make a positive contribution to
real long-term sustainability.

4
3
2
1
0

11%

2019

2018

EMPLOYEE
TRAINING SPEND

509

R2,1m

COURSES
TRAINED
2019: 594

2019: R1,8m

Jeffersons, Bidfood Australia’s
Own Brand.

Social distancing,
Bidfood New Zealand.

To finish the year where we have,
is a matter of considerable pride for
our team. Our staff have risen to the
challenge, none more so than our
management team, who have guided
the business through a time which
no amount of disaster planning could
ever have predicted or prepared us
for. The dedication, commitment and
good humour which they threw into
the path of adversity is an absolute
credit to each and every one of them.
To be a part of that, is a humbling
experience, but also one that fills me
with confidence in our ability to meet
whatever the future holds.

I think the team has done an amazing job in this difficult
time and I feel very confident that we will be a stronger
business on the other side of this pandemic. There will
be some really positive things that come out of this
experience and we look forward to getting back to the
good times ahead. Well done to the absolutely fantastic
Australian team, from the warehouse pickers and the
drivers to the admin and finance teams, everyone has
really gone out of their way to show support and do
whatever was necessary to get us through.
Rachel Ruggiero
CE, Bidfood Australia

PAYROLL SPEND (Rbn)

Bidfood New Zealand has a staff
complement of just more than 2 100
people, 27% of whom are women. Staff
numbers are down on the prior year
following the impact of COVID and the
financial strain placed on operations. In
response to the COVID lockdown, the
operations implemented a 20% reduction
in hours worked which remained in place
until June 1. The team responded
exceptionally well to the stress and
challenges of the lockdown. Once activity
resumed, and the reduced activity levels
noted, management decided to make the
tough decision to restructure the labour
resource.

Bidfood Victoria, Australia.

Phil Struckmann
CE, Bidfood New Zealand

Bidfood Processing, Auckland,
New Zealand.
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AUSTRALASIA

Intellectual capital

Financial capital
REVENUE

TRADING PROFIT

R29,0bn
2019: R31,1bn

7%

R1,9bn

10%

Service, understanding and innovation is key –
We call it “The Bidfood Difference”.
We’ve developed customer focused business
systems to help reduce supply chain cost. Just
some of the many free tools include:
• Live price and stock availability
• Online ordering
• Recipe costing and menu
• Product information including
planning
allergens, ingredient information
• Ordering templates
and seasonal planners

CUSTOMER MIX

2019: R2,1bn

Revenue was down 7%, to R29,0 billion (2019:
R31,1 billion), a good result on the back of a difficult
first three quarters and a very tough last quarter. Trading
profits reported were 10% lower at R1,9 billion (2019:
R2,1 billion). Australasia remains the largest profit
contributor in the group.
The onset of the COVID pandemic was a game-changer
over the last quarter, with sales recording a low of 35%
of its 2019 demand in the week of April 19, however,
recovering to 89% of the 2019 level by year end.
Australia performed remarkably given the tough
conditions, not only with the impact of the COVID
pandemic, but also off the back of the prolonged drought
and the national bush fire crisis. Results were notably
impacted by the overall slowdown in the foodservice
market, and the inbound tourism market. Indications are
the local tourism uptick is predicted to revitalise the
foodservice industry.
New Zealand pushed through the low point of the
COVID pandemic, with monthly sales being down 69%
on prior month in April, recovering in June to only being
marginally down on the prior year. This is an excellent
result considering the complete shutdown of the border
to international visitors and demonstrates the resilience
of our industry when people can once again move
around freely.
Sales and profit were slightly ahead of expectation at H1,
however, the COVID pandemic terminated all international
tourism, a key category of customer. Some relief has
been experienced in the surge of domestic tourism.

11%

CUSTOMERS (#)

40 820

9% Retail and other

Logistics

10%

2019: 45 599

13%

2020

Chain

67%

Independent

Strategic focus on the preferred customer categories in the past has
delivered, as aged care, cafes, restaurants and pubs recovered quickly
post-lockdown, where large scale catering for events and venues have not
yet been able to reopen.
Notwithstanding this
improvement, the hospitality
industry remains highly vulnerable
with the absence of foreign
tourists and the end of
government financial support.
New service options were
introduced such as home
delivery, and new relationships
established such as the
Civil Defence department has
added Bidfood New Zealand
Trade Show,
to the approved national
Bidfood New Zealand.
contractors for food supply
in times of crisis.

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

SUPPLIERS (#)

3 048

18%

6% Non-food

Manufactured capital
CAPEX INVESTMENT

5%
11%

R990,9m

IT

Vehicles

18%
2020
capex

30%

Ambient

PRODUCT SKUs (#)

86 141

38%

2020

Frozen

64%

12%

of 2020 divisional revenue
2019: 58%

26% Chilled

2019: 97 747

Bidfood Australasia has strong, collaborative relationships with leading
brands from around the world. Bidfood is focused on building mutually
beneficial partnerships with our suppliers so that both businesses can
grow alongside each other. We recognise the critical role each supplier
plays in our business and those of our customers.
Our purchasing teams work closely with all our trading partners to
monitor activity, while keeping up with the latest trends and product
innovation available both nationally and internationally, ensuring we
are first to market.
Food safety is our number one priority. Poor food safety practices in
the food supply chain can have a devastating effect on our customers’
businesses. Bidfood’s certified
HACCP-based food safety
programme ensures products
have been sourced from
food safe compliant suppliers
and handled in a food safe
environment, maintaining
the cool chain right to your door.
The programme is independently
audited every year.

Why choose us?
National reach, local service,
convenient online ordering, free delivery.
As the most advanced and extensive online ordering facility in
the Australasian foodservice industry, myBidfood allows you to
easily and quickly order everything Bidfood:
• Order products across foodservice, meat and liquor in one place
• View industry-leading product specifications
• Access real-time stock levels, arrival times and pricing
• Save time with custom order templates and auto ordering
myBidfood allows you to easily and quickly order everything you
need across foodservice, meat and liquor at your convenience.
It also assists you to improve productivity and reduce costs with
a range of innovative tools and features.
Bidfood branches responded to the need in the peak of the
COVID crisis by offering individuals access and the ability to order
online, for the home delivery service. They are still offering a limited
home delivery service, and simply incorporate this onto one of the
regular delivery runs.

OWN BRAND

17%

of 2020 divisional revenue

Caterers Choice,
Bidfood Australia.

INVESTMENT IN IT

2019: 15%

R51,0m

DEPOTS (m2)

317 066
2019: 297 383

VEHICLES (#)

7%

1 200

8%

A significant benefit to the Bidfood Australia business in navigating the
restricted movement during the peak of the pandemic has been the
strategically placed multiple depot approach, ensuring we are able to
source, service and distribute locally. Many mid-size branches, within
easy reach of suppliers and customers, have been a distinct advantage
over the single large distribution centre model.

We want to make sure that our customers get prompt deliveries. If they
order from us when they finish at night, they should get their delivery
early the next morning, and if they order in the morning, they get it that
afternoon. That’s what we do across multiple temperature zones and
many different products.

Depots

At the cornerstone of any business, is the strength of the relationships
it fosters. From customers and suppliers through to industry bodies,
Bidfood Australasia has continually advanced relationships with
stakeholders at every level of the foodservice industry.
The Cool Gardener,
Bidfood New Zealand.
New darker livery on our
Bidfood New Zealand vehicles.

45%

HARDWARE*

SOFTWARE

R15,6m

R35,4m

2019: R14,2m

2019: R20,9m

2019: 1 308

The focus for this division, in line with group strategy, is on free trade
growth. This means focus on growth at the correct margins. Free trade
growth is a key driver for the metro multiple-depot approach.

84%
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ECOMMERCE
PLATFORM SALES

2019: 3 711

2019: R35,1m

2019: R1 211m
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The Bidfood difference

All of the Bidfood New Zealand depots are multi-temperature facilities
with HACCP-accredited food safety programmes. The trucks that
make up the delivery fleet are portioned to ambient, chilled and frozen

* Hardware includes IT and office equipment.

products ensuring integrity throughout the supply chain. We have a
large distribution network and it is easy for us to get our branches to
take on new lines.
Bidfood Australasia infrastructure investment over the year was
just less than R1,0 billion, 84% of which was invested into new depots,
11% into new vehicles, and 5% into bolstering the IT environment,
especially through the COVID induced remote working environment.
Dandenong, Launceston, Bendigo, and Cairns were new sites opened
in Bidfood Australia. Festival Melbourne moved into the Truganina site,
as the Brisbane corporate site construction commenced and opened
in May 2020. Some downscaling of sites was noted through merging
the Festival sites in Adelaide and Melbourne into the local foodservice
operation.
Bidfood NZ capex investment was driven mainly by the investment in
new depots in Hobsonville, Auckland and New Plymouth. Infrastructure
investment was put on hold for all projects that had not commenced
by March 2020, Auckland North and New Plymouth depots were
completed, with Christchurch Foodservice nearing completion at
year end.
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AUSTRALASIA

BIDFOOD
AUSTRALASIA’S

Natural capital

Social and relationship capital

CARBON EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

84 090

Bidfood Australasia fully accepts the responsibility that comes with being a leading business within your
operating territory. With a focus on both the foodservice industry and the wider community, we aim to make
a meaningful contribution.

11%

2019: 93 993

AUSTRALIAN CULINARY FEDERATION

Fuel and gas

Power

Waste

SCOPE 1 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

SCOPE 2 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

SCOPE 3 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

26 543

2019: 51 040

(excl refrigerants and aircon gases)

2019: 29 462

10%

42 480

SCOPE 1+ EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

Grid electricity
(kWh)
2019: 83 933 181

5 423

Non-grid electricity
(kWh)
2019: 719 898

(only refrigerants and aircon gases)

2019: 4 663

Fuel (kilolitres)
2019: 10 871

16%
9 783

Gas (tonnes)
2019: 192

166

Aircon gas (tonnes)
2019: 1,3

3,3

In order to minimise the diesel usage
recorded, Bidfood Australia has ordered
its first electric truck and is building smaller
sites that are closer to customers to
reduce the length of delivery runs. The
vehicles are constantly monitored for
performance by GPS to educate drivers
on speeding, heavy acceleration and
idling time. Bidfood NZ is committed to
investing in eco-friendly hybrid trucks
when expanding the existing fleet.
Embracing technology to minimise
emissions, such as:
• Track and trace for trucks
• SMART lighting in depots creating
efficiency
• Sophisticated solar technology for
reducing energy consumption
• Online communication

17%
73 937 753

1 891 877

Electricity is mainly used by refrigeration
units in the production of cold storage
space. To a lesser extent, electricity
is used for lighting, material handling
and some light manufacturing and
admin activities.
Investment into new sites are built with
more efficient ammonia-based
refrigeration, LED lighting, and solar, so the
electricity usage is expected to decrease
annually as these upgrades are
implemented.
Bidfood NZ have invested in solar
installations at the Hobsonville depot
in October 2019.
There are seven solar systems installed
on sites in Australia. The generation
capacity of the solar systems ranges from
90kWh at smaller sites, up to 290kWh at
larger sites. Solar systems are designed
to provide for the energy needs of the site
with excess electricity being fed back to
the electrical grid. The electricity generated
by solar is also eligible for the creation
of Large Scale Energy credits with the
Renewable Energy Regulator which are
sold to utilities and reduce the payback
period of the solar system.

Solar panels, Bidfood Australia.
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9%

2019: 8 828

Food waste
(tonnes)
2019: 47

47

Waste recycled
(tonnes)
2019: 7 440

7 438

Waste to landfill
(tonnes)
2019: 14 780

16 172

The waste produced by the distribution
centres is mainly packaging waste such as
cardboard, filming plastic, wood and food
waste. The continued focus on cost
control, recycling and reuse remains
a priority. Bidfood works with suppliers
to minimise packaging and to choose
packaging that is biodegradable and/or
organically based.
Operations have partnered with community
projects to combat the war on waste.
Training programmes, awareness
campaigns and internal policies adopted
all help to reduce waste.

Water

BIDFOOD AUSTRALIA JOINS
BIDFOOD NZ IN DUMPING
CAGE-EGGS!

Bidfood Australia has
announced it will eliminate
caged eggs from its supply
chain by 2025 commencing
with the removal of caged
eggs from its Own Brand
range by 2023. As the
country’s leading foodservice
distributor, Bidfood Australia
supplies over 115 million
eggs to the foodservice
industry each year including
restaurants, cafes, hospitals,
hotels and schools.

RECONCILIATION AUSTRALIA
We recognise that diversity and inclusivity makes good business sense.
Bidfood Australia has partnered with Reconciliation Australia to develop
a plan applying cultural learning, respectful business practice and the
promotion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander employment.

303 753

DANIEL MORCOMBE FOUNDATION
Bidfood Australia raised A$80 000 in the fundraising
event known as “Day for Daniel”, Australia’s largest day
of action to raise awareness of child safety, protection,
and harm prevention.
Day for Daniel honours
the memory of
Daniel Morcombe.
Bidfood has supported
the Daniel Morcombe
Foundation since 2011.

KICKSTART FOR KIDS
Bidfood Australia is also proud to partner with the KickStart
for Kids programme. If children are hungry or encounter
hardship, they are not able to fully engage at school,
therefore, not achieving educational outcomes. KickStart
for Kids endeavours to level the playing field.

BIDFOOD NZ CULINARY SCHOOLS
SPONSORSHIPS:
• Bidfood NZ is a sponsor for the National Secondary
Schools Culinary Challenge
• Bidfood Rotorua proudly sponsors this awesome event for
Junior Chefs of Aotearoa.
• Bidfood NZ sponsors the Outstanding Café Award and is
principal food sponsor for the Lewisham Awards 2019.

GRAEME DINGLE FOUNDATION

MUNICIPAL WATER
(kilolitres)
2019: 355 421

Increase in aircon gas usage recorded
relates to the set up of the new Bidfood
NZ Auckland site.
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9 644

Bidfood is proudly a part of the foodservice industry in Australia
and is committed to supporting its growth. Highlighting this is
the partnership with the
Australian Culinary
Federation (ACF),
the peak industry
organisation representing
professional chefs, cooks,
apprentices and culinary
students. Bidfood
continues to sponsor
Australia’s Nestlé Golden
Chef’s Hat Award.

15%

Bidfood mostly records municipal water
used to clean meat and cheese processing
facilities and for personal hygiene facilities.
Water usage recorded has decreased
mainly due to continued maintenance of
facilities, closure of old facilities being
replaced by newer, more efficient sites.
Bidfood NZ further identified that in the
prior year reporting, wastewater had been
included in the water used reported. This
has not been quantified accurately and
therefore has not been restated.

“BUY A BALE”
This past year has been particularly tough for the Australian
farmers due to heart-breaking drought conditions and the
catastrophic bush fires. The farming community is an integral
part of Bidfood’s day-to-day business. Through Rural Aid’s
Buy a Bale campaign, Bidfood Australia donated a bale
of hay on behalf of each of its team members. This is a
donation of $45 680 or 2 284 bales of hay provided directly
to Australian farmers.

For the past 12 years, having donated over NZ$850 000,
Bidfood is proud to have partnered with the Graeme Dingle
Foundation, an established charity and leader in positive
child and youth development. Bidfood NZ sponsors the
annual Project K Excellence award, a positive youth
development programme
that targets 13 to 15-year
olds with untapped
potential, with the goal
of improving their social,
mental and physical
well-being. The 14-month
programme builds
self-confidence, promotes
health and education
skills and helps students
to set and achieve goals
with the support of
trained adult mentors.
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UNITED KINGDOM
Bidfood UK was acquired into the group in 1999, and for more
than 20 years has been at the forefront of foodservice in the
UK. With a depot network of 24 sites spanning the country
from Worthing on the south coast to Oban in Scotland we
provide a truly local presence, both in terms of service,
products, employment and community engagement.

These two businesses make up the Bidfood UK Division.
The discontinued UK logistics’ operations, Best Food and PCL,
were successfully exited in March 2020. Elite Frozen Foods,
a small regional wholesaler was acquired at the start of 2020.

Bidfresh COVID heroes have been our drivers, delivering, in conjunction with Bidfood, care
packs and home deliveries to isolated members of the public throughout lockdown. Focusing
on the supply of much needed fresh supplies, these products were so appreciated. With a
new CE at the helm, and a motivated team supporting him, the Bidfresh business was guided
through a significant restructure accommodating lost COVID trade, and embracing much
simplified operations.

Human capital
OUR CHIEF EXECUTIVES
Andrew Selley
Bidfood UK

Brian Hall
Bidfresh UK
PAYROLL SPEND (Rbn)

TOTAL EMPLOYEES

6 807
2019: 7 067

FATALITIES

Zero

4%

2019: 1

4,5
3,0

2020

2019

2%

1,5
0

2018

Thank you all for your patience, dedication, and
commitment at this difficult time. People talk of a
“new normal” but nobody knows what it looks like yet.
I can assure you that many teams are working on
ranges, prices, and propositions for customers
reopening. Whether that takes place quickly or
gradually, we will be ready. We have the best team,
we offer real value, great food and service excellence.
Despite the market looking different, those are the
things that our customers will continue to demand.
Andrew Selley
CE, Bidfood UK

COVID
The UK remained on full lockdown for most of quarter four due
to the COVID pandemic.
The focus has been on providing regular communication,
updating guidance and supporting the consultation processes
across all areas of the business. The business has also introduced
social distancing wherever possible assisted by the furloughing
and working-from-home guidance although we are now looking
at bringing people back to offices.
The Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme, introduced by the
government, was a temporary scheme in place for three months
starting from March 2020 but it has now been extended to
the end of October (although on a lesser scale). In June, 28%
of the team were on furlough, ranging from 43% in business
support to 25% in depots.
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MALE
EMPLOYEES

5 172
2019: 5 563

Bidfood UK supporting
City Harvest for Holiday
Hunger initiative.

The yard at night, Bidfood Stowmarket Depot.

4,3

Bidfresh, previously known as Seafood Holdings, was acquired
in 2011. Bidfresh supplies fresh produce, fish, meat and dairy
products to chefs throughout the UK, from specialist businesses
local to the customer. Bidfresh has a national footprint made
up of the fish brand, Direct Seafoods, being 12 nationally spread
fishmongers; the national meat brand Country Farm Butchers
is made up of three butchers, with greengrocers around the
UK enabling nationwide delivery of fresh produce and a dedicated
cheesemonger business supplying dairy across the UK.

Bidfood UK delivery at Hensol Castle.

4,4

Our multi-temperature supply chain gives our customers full
consolidation of frozen, ambient and chilled products on the
same delivery, making their lives easier. We’ve also recently
opened our doors to the public, offering home delivery and
“click and collect” solutions from many of our depots. As one
of the UK’s leading foodservice providers, we share our
customers’ passion for great food.

EMPLOYEE
TRAINING SPEND

FEMALE
EMPLOYEES

7%

1 635
2019: 1 504

9%

R4,0m
2019: R7,3m

Our key ingredients to
success

Bidfresh UK,
seafood delivery.

Service excellence

15 967
COURSES
TRAINED
2019: 2 430

It is our mission to deliver service
excellence, make life easier and
help our customers grow.

Real value
We deliver real value through
commercial and sustainable
partnerships.

Oliver Kay truck,
Bidfresh UK.

A key ingredient in our recipe for success is our people. Bidfood
is a family made up of a diverse group of people. Drivers, chefs,
warehouse operatives, telesales execs, buyers, account managers
– the list is endless and keeps on growing.

Best team
Our teams are dedicated to and
passionate about delivering service
excellence.

With award-winning customer service and a commitment to quality,
Bidfood has become one of the UK’s leading and most trusted
foodservice providers, serving equally diverse customers in care
homes, pubs, hotels, football stadiums, and everywhere
in-between.

Great food

A word of thanks from one of our
vulnerable care pack recipients in Manchester:
“Thank you very much for my care package! I want to thank
all of you; the drivers, warehouse and all involved at Bidfood
UK for doing an amazing thing to help out at this time.”

Bidfood Scotland –
a great place to work.

The annual Scottish Wholesale
Achievers Awards have been running
for the past 18 years, and recognise
professionalism and excellence across
the wholesale industry in Scotland.
Bidfood Scotland team proudly
received:
• Best Delivered Operation –
Foodservice
• Best Marketing Initiative – Source
Serve Sustain
• Great Place to Work

We provide the right quality and
choice for your menu.

Forward thinking
Keeping an eye on the bigger
picture through trends, technology
and sustainability and CSR.

Love The Lorry day,
Bidfood UK.

We have also opened our doors to the public
for home deliveries
Bid Corporation Limited Annual integrated report 2020
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UNITED KINGDOM

Intellectual capital

Financial capital
REVENUE

TRADING PROFIT

R31,5bn

R0,7bn

6%

2019: R33,3bn

CUSTOMER MIX
0% Logistics
CUSTOMERS (#)

29 543
61%

0% Retail and other

22%

2020

2019: 37 643

Chain

Active engagement with customers and suppliers early in the lockdown,
such as agreeing extended payment terms, matching activity levels and
ensuring ongoing communication has delivered good results on
collections and cash generation.

The UK remained in full lockdown for most of the fourth
quarter due to the COVID pandemic. This enforced a
downturn in revenue of 6% to R31,5 billion (2019:
R33,3 billion). Trading profit was even harder hit with a
decrease of 61%, to R666,8 million (2019: R1,7 billion).
Bidfood UK achieved a low of 30% of its 2019 sales in the
week of April 5 however, sales recovered to 57% of the
2019 level by year end. Most of this activity has
arisen away from our traditional markets.
Operational performance was buoyed by the part-award
of the delivery of the government care packs to
vulnerable people identified to be shielded from the virus,
and to a lesser extent from growing the new B2C
markets.
The foodservice business utilised the government’s job
retention scheme to keep resource levels in line with the
reduced volume and revenues. Trading profit was
negatively impacted by once-off exceptional items
brought about largely by the lockdown and reduced
activity levels.

The national accounts team are putting significant focus on winning
new business from their targeted pipeline and have already secured
a significant portion of their 2021 targeted new business.
Fresh UK has had an exceptionally difficult year, aggravating an already
troubled environment by the near-to-complete shutdown of the entire
customer base. Summertime events in the UK are the lifeblood of the
business and the cancellation of events such as Epsom, Ascot, Chelsea
Flower Show, Wimbledon and the like, has proven to be significant.
Focus has been on disaster recovery as the UK shut down, and our
customer mix, being restaurant, hotel and leisure-heavy, dropped
significantly in a very short period of time. The team is focused on
supporting customers during their reopenings, working with both the
customer and insurers to ensure that credit risk is minimised, but more
importantly that we support our customers to get back to full operation.

3 078

13%

12% Non-food
31%

2019: 2 732

Frozen

PRODUCT SKUs (#)

46 391

34%

2020

2019: 43 238

2019: 209 441

7%

2 382

Vehicles

7%

R607,3m

IT

19%

All significant new capex and investment projects have been
put on hold, with the exception for those that support the
COVID initiatives, and care package distribution, for the
medium term.
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OWN BRAND

21%

2019: 21%
of 2020 divisional revenue

Bidfood UK,
Own Brand.

Certified that it kills Coronavirus
Bidfood UK have certified two
Own Brand “Essential Supplies”
sanitisers, meaning that when
tested they killed Coronavirus
99,99% within five minutes’ contact
time. This assures our customers
that they are using proven
disinfectants on the front and
back-of-house surfaces to clean
and prevent the spread of COVID.

Simply Food Solutions (SFS) is Bidfood’s new extensive range of
quality food solutions for all sectors, from healthcare to pubs and
restaurants. From delicious individually plated meals ready for an
a-la-carte menu, to pre-prepared meals that are texture modified
to support those with dysphagia, SFS offers the right choice. The
new brand offers customers consistently high standard products
on all of the crucial aspects of product performance that are
important to diners: taste, appearance, nutritional value and
specific dietary requirements such as allergens and dysphagia.

Bidfresh UK have introduced new product fresh product ranges
into the Bidfood UK offering such as vac packed seafood lines,
opening a new market into broad line customers that would not
normally be our natural customer base.
All suppliers are now being paid on time and we have returned to
standard terms with those suppliers who offered extended terms
during the first few months of the pandemic.

3%

2019: R587,6m
78%

At Salisbury, the demolition of the existing cold store
and extension of the ambient warehouse, to incorporate a
new cold store and chilled marshalling area, has been a
significant project over the year. The depot has gone live
with the new freezer with 450 additional lines, and the build
continues with chill marshalling area and new loading bays.

Investment into safer and more efficient delivery tools has been
completed with the Chepstow depot’s driver-app being rolled out
to all other UK depots. Depots across the Bidfood network have
introduced a warehouse management solution “Put away by
height” creating efficiencies in packing and picking across the
depots.

SFS’ Puree wins Special Diet Award at
The Caterer’s Product Excellence Awards
The Caterer’s Product Excellence Awards (The PEAs)
recognise excellence and innovation in food, drink and
equipment products within the hospitality sector. The winners
and finalists encapsulate the creativity, responsibility,
sustainability and originality in our industry.

2020
capex

CAPEX INVESTMENT

2019: 2 231

To protect and prevent data privacy breaches, new software
has been implemented to control and manage email activity,
strengthening the cyber security offering in the UK operations.

Yaqoob Ishaq, managing director of
SFS was joined by the Bidfood team.

23%

Chilled

Manufactured capital
223 720

The UK IT teams have continued to support the businesses
through COVID, providing additional security tools, remote
working environments with an upgrade to the VPN link and
other bespoke tools such as the implementation of Paragon
route planning to ensure smooth delivery of the shield packs.
Quick turnaround was also required to provide the new online
shop, “Bidfood at Home”, for the B2C market.

Ambient

7%

3%

VEHICLES (#)

of 2020 divisional revenue
2019: 49%

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

SUPPLIERS (#)

Bidfresh has had an exceptionally difficult year,
aggravating an already troubled environment by the
near-to-complete shutdown of the entire customer base.
We removed as much cost as possible, as quickly as
possible, which delivered some relief and the government
wage support programme allowed the furlough of staff.
To ensure sustainability of the business, a significant
restructure of most of the fresh operations has
commenced. We remain confident that a good business
underlies these challenges.

DEPOTS (m2)

48%

40%

Independent

60%

2019: R1,7bn

ECOMMERCE
PLATFORM SALES

Depots

Bidfresh has had a restructure at many depots, staff redundancies were
incurred when depots were closed, to meet the needs of the broader
business going forward. The Oliver Kay sites at Bolton and Wednesbury
have been closed and the customers will be transferred to the existing
Bidfood depots at Bradford and Hoddesdon, the Ashford Cross Dock
site has been closed and the Midlands site is closed with the van fleet
moved to the existing Bidfood Cannock site to operate on a cross dock
facility. The restructured Bidfresh depots will operate on the Bidfood UK
ERP system.

INVESTMENT IN IT

R103,2m

19%

2019: R86,4m
HARDWARE*

SOFTWARE

R15,9m

R87,3m

2019: R34,2m

2019: R52,2m

Simply Food Solutions, award winning meals
Bidfood UK.
* Hardware includes IT and office equipment.
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UNITED KINGDOM

BIDFOOD
UNITED KINGDOM’S

Social and relationship capital

CARBON EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

Natural capital

73 154

Bidfood UK’s focus has been on delivering
government care packs to vulnerable people.

5%

2019: 76 691*

Fuel and gas

Power

Waste

SCOPE 1 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

SCOPE 2 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

SCOPE 3 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

49 306

2019: 15 216

(excl refrigerants and aircon gases)

2019: 53 475*

8%

16 208

7%

SCOPE 1+ EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

Grid electricity
(kWh)
2019: 59 531 070

7 149

Non-grid electricity
(kWh)
2019: 745 981

(only refrigerants and aircon gases)

2019: 7 588

6%

Fuel (kilolitres)
2019: 19 752

18 109

Gas (tonnes)
2019: 175

239

Aircon gas (tonnes)
2019: 3,0

3,2

* 2019 Scope 1 restated due to double counting
BestFood Logistics diesel

The Bidfood UK investment programme
included the upgrade of the Bradford
substation live which meant that they
are saving fuel on vehicles with the
access to plug-in points. The
Manchester depot upgraded the
refrigeration system to a more emissionsfriendly solution. The depot roof
replacement project at Basingstoke
has decreased power usage, and the
Salisbury depot has switched on their
new freezer, run entirely on CO2,
achieving a zero carbon emissions
impact.

52

19%

2019: 412

63 412 338

754 570

During the year, the UK management
teams have ensured that where possible
any investment infrastructure has been
with a focus to improve the carbon
footprint made in the delivery of our
products. The new Liverpool
depot installed a state-of-the-art building
management system, creating significant
savings in both power usage and cost.
The Salisbury depot installed a new
efficient power supply system, increasing
the power voltage to site.

Bidfood Birmingham,
power supply.

Food waste
(tonnes)
2019: 2 240

2 902

Waste recycled
(tonnes)
2019: 7 744

9 238

Waste to landfill
(tonnes)
2019: 420

Paddock Wood depot
solar panels, Bidfood UK.
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Bidfood UK has, for the second year running, rewarded
the unsung heroes of hospitality through its awardwinning Christmas Gift campaign. Between them, the
campaign winners – dedicated pub and hotel general
managers, hospital chefs and community volunteers
– have given up over 60 Christmases at home to
ensure the enjoyment of others.

Bidfood’s commitment to WRAP’s Food
Waste Reduction Roadmap is ongoing.
Work continues with Fareshare, being
the redistribution of unsold food to food
kitchens, charities and other initiatives
operating in the community.
Bidfresh, as part of the “zero waste to
landfill” commitment, has recycled all
food waste from the Oliver Kay and
Noones’ operations, where this food
waste was used for anaerobic digestion
to produce electricity.

This is Bidfood’s sixth year of
business carbon footprint reporting
and certification to The Planet Mark.

The Springboard Charity helps young people achieve their
potential and nurtures unemployed people of any age into
work. It helps alleviate poverty by supporting disadvantaged
and underprivileged people into sustainable employment within
hospitality, leisure and tourism.

PRINCE’S TRUST

Waste reported this year has increased
in the UK division, this is due to
improvement in reporting, as well as the
inclusion of the SFS manufacturing
operations. As a manufacturing business
SFS produce more waste than a normal
trading site, although a review is
underway aimed at reducing landfill
reliance.
Bidfood are taking a two-pronged
approach to tackling plastic as a
business. Firstly, they have been working
hard to review their Own Brand
packaging including new products that
offer customers plastic-free choices. The
team are also working to offer an onsite
food and composting machine which
turns product into composting pellets
to use within their customers’ grounds.

BIDFOOD WAS AWARDED
THE PLANET MARK
AWARD FOR COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

SPRINGBOARD

500

The Paddock Wood depot is currently
exploring alternatives to shrink wrap
used within the warehouse. At the
Chepstow depot two balers installed to
send over 80% of waste to recycling.

Bidfood UK has prioritised:
• Taking action to minimise our impact
on climate change through reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions and
food waste
• Demonstrating responsible consumption
and production, especially in areas
such as sustainable sourcing and our
plastics footprint
• Supporting good health and well-being
for our employees, and providing
healthier food choices for our customers
• Partnering with other organisations
to support the achievement of the
UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).

491

BIDFOOD CHRISTMAS GIFT REWARDS
HOSPITALITY HEROES ACROSS THE
INDUSTRY

“plate2planet.co.uk”
home of sustainable foodservice
Five things a business can do to reduce food waste:
• Redistribute surplus food
• Educate your employees
• Set targets and make commitments
• Measure your progress
• Use everything!

The Prince’s Trust is a youth charity that helps disadvantaged
young people aged 11 to 30 get into jobs, education and training.
Bidfood work with The Prince’s Trust to deliver Get Started
programmes, which teach young people specialist and social
skills, through real and meaningful
challenges. The “Get Started with
Cooking” initiative is a week-long
intensive course for young people
interested in getting into hospitality
careers. The course teaches young
people valuable kitchen skills, basic
food hygiene and offers further
opportunities for mentoring,
enrolment in local college courses,
apprenticeships and employment
opportunities.

Water
Bidfood UK’s
sustainability
report
Annually a detailed report
is published providing
more info on initiatives and
progress made.

Further information
available on
https://www.bidfood.co.uk/
sustainability/

MUNICIPAL WATER
(kilolitres)

142 972
2019: 149 287

4%

The One Foundation
One Water is the UK’s leading ethical drinks
brand. Every bottle bought helps to fund
projects supplying safe and clean water in
the world’s poorest countries.
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EUROPE

Bidfood Baltics truck.

Bidcorp in Europe is the leading foodservice
distributor to the horeca sector. Bidcorp has
a world-class service offering and a diverse
product range that meets the needs of its
vast customer base.

Safe deliveries, Bidfood Poland.

Gastrostudio, Bidfood Czech Republic.

Bidfood Europe is the consolidation of nine operations, spanning
13 countries across western and eastern Europe. Through
strategic acquisitions of catering wholesalers, food manufacturers
and fresh producers since 2006, Bidfood Europe has grown into
a significant foodservice player in this market.

Pawel Swiechowicz, CE Bidfood Poland
It is time to reactivate gastronomy!
#WeAreReady

COVID

OUR EXECUTIVES
Dick Slootweg
Bidfood Netherlands

Pawel Swiechowicz
Bidfood Poland Farutex

Thiery Legat
Bidfood Belgium

Ramunas Makutenas
Bidfood Baltics

Bohumil Volf
Bidfood Czech/Slovakia

Mehrdad Seifi
Frustock Portugal

Daniele Scuola
DAC Italy

Grant Cox
Bidfood Spain

Being part of the food distribution industry, our businesses were
designated as essential services and continued operating within
their respective geographies. Demand for food products
substantially diminished in many discretionary spend sectors,
particularly across hotels, restaurants, pubs, leisure and
travel-related segments. Our businesses actively sought solutions
for each market such as home delivery and supply to other
retail-related channels.
Non-discretionary activities to institutional customers continues,
serving customers such as hospitals, aged care, prisons, the
military and government departments. We are experiencing an
increased demand generally from these segments but expect this
to normalise once the consumer panic and stockpiling eases. We
are sharing the experiences of operations in geographies that are
ahead of others in the crisis, to pre-empt some of the sales
opportunities and cost-saving measures where possible.
Bidfood, in all geographies, have taken all necessary precautions
to limit the spread of the virus. Actions such as remote working,
reduced working hours, alternating shifts, providing proper
equipment and creating industry leading support materials for
the horeca sector to safely and responsibly reopen their doors.
In addition, further preventative measures have been taken with
our drivers to ensure maximum protection for our customers.

6 567

2019: R17,1m
PAYROLL SPEND (Rbn)
6
4

2019: 7 930

4 520
2019: 5 737

FATALITIES

Zero
fatalities for the
past five years

21%

2019

2 047
2019: 2 193

2018

We produce food for you, we
provide excellent services and we
deliver the goods directly to your
restaurant or shop.

7%

Fundamental to our success is the strength of the real personal
human connection we strive to develop with our stakeholders
which generates loyalty and appreciation for the personalised
service excellence which sets us apart.

Bidfood Europe is all about their people – not only
those in employment, but also those that are involved
in the supply chain, the customers served and the
communities that are touched by the day-to-day
making, buying, delivering, serving and eating our
food.
Each entity, supported by their own management
team, is guided in responding to the needs and
requirements of their local region. The impact of
COVID has been felt in our operations, with reduced
activity levels, contraction in the employee base was
unavoidable. With just over 6 500 people employed
across Europe, our teams are ready to get to work.

The catering wholesaler for
professionals. Always easy and
quick to order online.
Management’s message
of encouragement to
the DAC staff.
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DAC La Spesa

6%

Bidfood Czech Republic

FEMALE
EMPLOYEES

MALE
EMPLOYEES

2020

2
0

17%

COURSES
TRAINED
2019: 21 573

R16,5m

Markus Erhart
Pier 7 Germany
TOTAL EMPLOYEES

11 805

EMPLOYEE
TRAINING SPEND

5,3

We remain close to our customers, engaging with
our suppliers and navigating the restrictions in place.
We are confident that we are fully ready to function
in the new reality and to provide customer service
at the highest level of security.

Human capital

5,0

Bidfood Europe benefits from being a part of an international
foodservice group having access to a wide range of products
and best practices to position each business ahead of their
competition. Each business retains control of its day-to-day
management and decision-making systems in order to be able
to respond flexibly and independently to the specific needs of
its customers.

Bidfood Netherlands

Ongoing labour shortages persisted in
the eastern European countries, as cross
border labour movement was restricted
in the region. Our Czech Republic and
Slovakian operations responded by
accelerating the implementation of
process automation where possible.
Poland’s cost reduction has been key over
the last quarter and some redundancies
were unavoidable. Salary cuts and reduced
hours were implemented to further
decrease costs but protect job security.
An optimistic recovery is underway.

Pier 7, Bergkirchen Germany.

Netherlands sales volumes were down, but
the cost base remained high as Dutch law
prohibited any staff contraction through the
pandemic.
Italy, the European epicentre of the COVID
pandemic, experienced large-scale
deterioration of economic activity and
labour pressures. Economic recovery is
anticipated to take more than two years,
as the populace regains their confidence
to return to normal.

Bidfood Belgium truck.

Pier 7 Germany struggled, navigating a
market plunged into recession due to the
COVID pandemic, and as a result significant
restructuring was undertaken to simplify
the operation and refocus our market.
Management changes, although costly,
were necessary and should be a turning
point for this business.
Iberia overall had a very difficult year. After
the year end, the Spanish management
team has been replaced, triggering a
significant overhaul of internal processes
and controls to achieve simplification and
focus on core competencies and markets.
There is still some distance to cover on this
journey, but the local team is motivated,
and the market is recovering and remains
an attractive foodservice opportunity.
New depot in Ede,
Bidfood Netherlands.

This image represents not only
the strength and determination
of Brescia, but of all of Italy.
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EUROPE

CUSTOMER MIX

Intellectual capital

20%

Retail and other

CUSTOMERS (#)

Financial capital
REVENUE

TRADING PROFIT

R40,2bn
2019: R43,7bn

8%

R1,0bn

49%

2019: R1,9bn

Considering the spread of countries and the varied
levels of COVID-related impacts, Europe delivered solid
results. Revenue was down 8% at R40,2 billion (2019:
R43,7 billion), with most businesses finding opportunities
in the midst of the crisis to continue to operate. Trading profit
was down 49% at R1,0 billion (2019: R1,9 billion). Our eastern
European businesses have shown great resilience, embracing
the benefit of a retail customer base. Eastern Europe appears
to be further along the economic recovery path than what we
are experiencing in western Europe.
Sales reached a low of 27% of the 2019 activity levels in the
week of April 19 however, it has recovered to 70% of the 2019
level by the end of June. Activity levels in Italy, Spain and the
Netherlands continue to recover, albeit somewhat more
cautiously than our other European operations.

Netherlands was well positioned for an excellent performance
for 2020 prior to the impact of the COVID pandemic. Sales
volumes were down by more than 20%, but the cost base
remained high.

Belgium was hard hit by COVID, and economic activity across

the country fell 9%. Markets reopened in early June and the
recovery was good, in spite of some cautiousness around
second-wave infections. Focus remains on cash management
and expense reduction until the market improves.

Czech Republic and Slovakia capitalised on a resilient economy

to weather the COVID pandemic very successfully. Recovery
post-lockdown was very positive and the business was able to
mobilise its resources to take advantage of this opportunity.
Businesses were strongly cash generative.

Bidfood is the online
wholesaler for the
catering industry and
total supplier in the
foodservice market.
From restaurant to
cafeteria and from hotel
to sports canteen and
institutional care: we have
a suitable offer for every
food professional.

The online ecommerce solution,
“myBidfood” is being rolled out
across the European businesses,
with immediate sales results.
Over 41% of total European revenue
is now channelled through the
ecommerce tools implemented.

As the Dutch summer holiday commenced, lockdown restrictions
eased, and the recovery was palpable. Bidfood Netherlands national
accounts, large caterers and institutional customers were still struggling,
however the freetrade hospitality sector was back to near pre-COVID
levels by year end.
In Belgium, the rollout of the new “myBidfood” ecommerce platform
was completed, and fortuitously well-timed as the market embraces
our online engagement. Bidfood offers its customers a wide assortment
of sustainable products, including products from organic farming,
sustainable fishing and aquaculture, certified fair trade, as well as
products of 100% Belgian origin.
Ice cream remains an important
category in the Czech Republic
manufacturing operations, but
strategic product diversification
has brought better balance over
the past 12 months. The Czech team
created their “Gastrostudio” in 2008,
where the best Czech and foreign
chefs are invited to present
to customers. Recognised for
trendsetting menus, they create
bespoke menus for the customer.

OWN BRAND

21%

133 324

the COVID pandemic in the last quarter. Cost reduction
has been key over the last quarter and some redundancies
were unavoidable. Salary cuts and reduced hours were
implemented to further decrease costs. Some investment into
infrastructure was completed early in the year, but all other
projects were put on hold.

Pier 7 Germany struggled, navigating both a difficult operational
environment and a market plunged into recession due to the
COVID pandemic. Significant restructuring was undertaken
to simplify the operation and refocus our market.

Baltics national account revenues have dropped but have been
more than offset by the positive growth shown in the independent
foodservice market and the retail sector. Local tourism has
flourished in the aftermath of the COVID restrictions.

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
SUPPLIERS (#)

Iberia overall had a very difficult year. The COVID pandemic
significantly impacted the Spanish population, aggravating
an already problematic Guzman operational environment.
Igartza (a recently acquired multicategory business based
in the north) pleasingly, was only slightly down on prior year
results. Frustock, our Portuguese business, did well in light
of the challenging last quarter.

12%

2019: R813,3m

of 2020 divisional revenue
2019: 20%

11 029

Frozen

2020

144 826

1%

35%

42%
of 2020 divisional revenue
2019: 42%

Embracing the benefits of a market leading ecommerce tool,
the Bidfood Europe operations have set themselves apart, both
in terms of product range diversity and the added service element
offered to their customer – be it short turnaround on deliveries,
substitute products at a range of qualities and pricing, or
recommendations of recipes and new products.
Owning the supply chain, sourcing from within Bidfood and
embracing market leading ecommerce solutions has positively
positioned Bidfood Europe to embrace “new normal” as markets
reopen and activity levels resume.
Gruppo DAC is one of the leading companies in Brescia
and its province as announced in Bresciaoggi’s 2019’s
1000 leading companies of Brescia.

Chilled

2019: 145 907

Czech continues to invest
in infrastructure and
vehicles, matching their
ongoing growth trajectory.
Investments into machinery
and distribution trucks has
equipped this business for
growth.

IT

26%

Vehicles

2020
capex

14%

2019: R98,7m

Bidfood Europe boasts an impressive
500 190m2 of depot space;
supported by a fleet of 2 744 vehicles,
delivering 144 826 product SKUs,
sourced from 11 029 suppliers to
serve the 133 324 customers.

71%
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33%

27%

Ambient

R85,3m

Depots

56

5%

2019: 10 516

ECOMMERCE
PLATFORM SALES

INVESTMENT IN IT

3%

Baltics reported much reduced revenues between March
through May, but the recovery has been remarkable with
year-end results outperforming the prior year.

5% Non-food

PRODUCT SKUs (#)

Manufactured capital
R913,5m

Independent

Poland’s very successful year to March was derailed by the
COVID pandemic in the last quarter. Activity in the primary
customer base, being hotels, tourism and conferences was
significantly impacted post-March. The ecommerce platform
processed nearly 30% of total sales.

HARDWARE*

SOFTWARE

R24,7m

R60,6m

2019: R31,5m

CAPEX INVESTMENT

46%

2020

Chain

Italy experienced large-scale deterioration of economic activity

Poland’s very successful year to March was derailed by

9%

Logistics

25%

Smart Choice, Bidfood
Belgium’s Own Brand.

across most of the country. Economic recovery is anticipated
to take more than two years. The business continues to drive
its position as a strategic partner of independent, street-based
operators.

3%

2019: 137 021

The Bidfood difference

In the Netherlands the
capex spend related to
pre-COVID obligations and
could not be stalled over
this time. The purchase of

2019: R67,2m

* Hardware includes IT and office equipment.

the Nieuwegein property, investments into the new Ede operations
and vehicles had already been committed. The Almere property was
sold.
The Czech operations invested in a QR code form of payment,
included on invoices, introduced in the year. The QR code will
facilitate invoice payment by bank transfer and reduce the risk
exposure by hiding the invoice details and payment instructions.
Poland’s very successful year to March saw some investment
into vehicles was completed early in the year, but all other capex
was postponed.
Pier 7 Germany struggled, navigating both a difficult operational
environment whilst restructuring to simplify the operation. New
warehousing capacity in Munich came on stream in the first half and
the benefits of a simpler structure are already evident at year end.
VEHICLES (#)

DEPOTS (m2)

500 190
2019: 508 020

2%

2 744

Construction and automation project,
Bidfood Netherlands.

Bidfood Netherlands, Van Gelder, an associate investment,
supplier of fruit, vegetables and produce, has deployed
an associate investment fully mechanised warehouse.
Products are being picked via a “goods to man” process
to customer order level and after being picked crates and
products are put away in the staging warehouse. During
palletisation of the crates before shipment towards the
warehouses of Bidfood, crates are being sorted on
“Bidfood customer – route level” reducing the number of
hours in the warehouses of Bidfood during formation of the
order. This process has reduced the number of manhours
needed to collect an order by 60%+ on the side of
Van Gelder, reduced the number of manhours at the
warehouses of Bidfood significantly and decreased
the number of picking errors by 50%.

3%

2019: 2 828
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EUROPE

BIDFOOD
EUROPE’S

Social and relationship capital

CARBON EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

Natural capital

117 838

Bidfood Europe strongly believes in collaboration with our communities. We are involved in various initiatives to
pursue our sustainable objectives. Always with the philosophy: “you only go faster when you move forward together”.

15%

2019: 139 169

“HEALTHY NUTRITION AT SCHOOLS” –
NETHERLANDS

Fuel and gas

Power

Waste

SCOPE 1 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

SCOPE 2 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

SCOPE 3 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

41 113

2019: 49 840

(excl refrigerants and aircon gases)

44 137

10%

11%

799

20%

2019: 994

2019: 45 747

97 307 660

SCOPE 1+ EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

Grid electricity
(kWh)
2019: 106 241 885

31 789

Non-grid electricity
(kWh)
2019: 2 913 319

2 598 779

(only refrigerants and aircon gases)

25%

2019: 42 588

Fuel (kilolitres)
2019: 15 137
Gas (tonnes)
2019: 2 122
Aircon gas (tonnes)
2019: 12,5

13 495

Bidfood Europe is committed to building
energy efficient and economical buildings.
The new Baltics depot achieved the
highest rating class A+, using a low
emissions freezing aggregate and heating
office space using the energy emitted
from refrigeration compressors.

1 963
11,3

Reducing CO2 emissions is one of the
focal points in Bidfood’s sustainability policy.
With more than 2 700 trucks on the
roads in Europe, we emit 41 000 tonnes
of CO2 emissions from fuel consumption.
This is a 3% reduction in vehicles, but a
10% reduction in emission for the 2020
year. By ongoing focus to reducing
these emissions, we can make a good
contribution to improving the living
environment across Europe.

Bidfood Belgium and DAC Italy have
installed solar panels which have
contributed to the reduced usage of
non-renewable power and improved
carbon emissions disclosed.

DAC Italy bought their first 100% electric
van to be a part of the DAC fleet.
The purpose of the new vehicle is
to reduce the emissions of fine dust in
the air damaging the Italian historic
sites. Using the latest generation electric
motor combined with an energy recovery
system during braking, allowing the
engine to work as a generator and storing
the energy inside 100% recyclable
batteries.

Food waste
(tonnes)
2019: 420

403

Waste recycled
(tonnes)
2019: 3 550

3 838

Waste to landfill
(tonnes)
2019: 1 566

1 223

Bidfood Netherlands hosted “HORECA FEEST”,
a performance for 15 000 catering professionals held at
the Ziggo Dome in Amsterdam on December 16 2019.

Bidfood Netherlands has formulated
ambitious goals to reduce packaging
within the food service industry and to
make it more sustainable. The packaging
is structurally screened and assessed at
various levels. Bidfood Netherlands has
set its own goals for each type
of packaging to be achieved by 2021.
Each operation across Bidfood Europe
works closely with the local food bank
operation to recycle food surpluses
donated. These products are still good
for consumption, which means that the
food banks can supplement their food
packages. In this way Bidfood not only
contributes to fighting poverty, but also
to combating food waste.
Czech Republic has committed to
removing disposable plastic products,
such as plates, cutlery or straws from their
product range to help minimise the plastics
flood in the environment, from July 2021.

known for their community spirit engaged with the local
community. Projects such as the collection of toys, food and
clothes for local charities; as well as office-wide blood donation
drives. Fresh produce is donated to “Banc de aliments”,
a Barcelonan programme to assist the homeless.

BIDFOOD CZECH REPUBLIC is a support for

Water

guilds and industry organisations, and also for a variety
of community projects:
• KU Young Chef 2020
• Food for food banks
• Junior National team of the AKC CR brought medals
from IAK Culinary Olympics
• Hotelier and Restauranteur of the Year
• Junior National first at Chef’s table
• School Canteen Insprires

MUNICIPAL WATER (kilolitres)

232 331

= 0%

2019: 232 299

Annual report

BIDFOOD BELGIUM
ENVIRONMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
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That is why at Bidfood Farutex
we do not want to remain
passive. We want to act because
we approach our social mission
with the greatest responsibility.
We support the police, fire
brigades, municipal police, Polish
food bank, associations,
organisations, hospices and medical services, preparing meals,
among others, for doctors, nurses, paramedics, medical aid,
orderlies, dispatchers. Both the chefs of the Farutex Culinary
Academy and our friendly chefs, to whom we give our products
free of charge.

GUZMÁN GASTRONOMIA,

Environment

Bidfood-owned electric vehicles
in Italy, Spain and Poland.

believes that from the beginning
of time gastronomy has fulfilled
an important social mission: it
provides food for society. The
current situation in the country,
so difficult and unexpected,
is the greatest challenge for
Polish gastronomy that we all
have to face.

Bidfood Europe has committed to
ambitious goals to reduce packaging and
make packaging within the foodservice
industry more sustainable.

Sustainability is linked to the
low noise impact of the vehicle – perfect
for delivering without time constraints –
and to the possibility of
simultaneously transporting both
frozen and fresh refrigerated
products thanks to the presence
of a double compartment for
different types of food.
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A healthy supply of food in schools provides an important
basis for a healthy lifestyle for young people. To achieve
this, Bidfood Netherlands is a signatory to the Healthy
Nutrition at Schools Agreement, managed by Youth At
Healthy Weight. With this agreement, caterers, vending
machine suppliers, producers and other suppliers jointly
take responsibility for healthier food in schools. We have
set the goal of facilitating and achieving a healthier meal
offer at schools.

BIDFOOD POLAND

Food bank in Netherlands.

Further information available
on Bidfood Belgium website
https://www.bidfood.be/durabilite/

2019

NEW EDITION

For several years BIDFOOD BELGIUM has collaborated
with AViQ, Agency for Quality Life for the integration of
handicapped people, by employing extraordinary people.
This collaboration has led to permanent contracts for several
of them. Our community commitment is also marked by the
sponsorship of associations such as Médecins du Monde
during the 20km of Brussels by providing foodstuffs to satisfy
the participating runners.
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EMERGING
MARKETS
Bidfood Emerging Markets is the leading foodservice
distributor to the horeca sector across four continents
and nearly 20 different countries this division spans.
Bidfood has the world-class service offering and a
diverse product range that meets the needs of this vast
and very diverse customer base.

Bidfood Turkey, Akdeniz
vehicles.

Blancaluna Argentina November 2019 – Aniversario 25 años 3.

Crown National
Jerusalema challenge.

Human capital
I believe the future will be different, but I also believe
that as humans we like to socialise, we will want to
go out, eat out, and we will want to be social again.
Things may take a while, but our industry which
serves these social occasions will come back and
be stronger than ever. I have every confidence that we
will go back to eating-out-of-home as much as we
did before.

OUR CHIEF EXECUTIVES
Johnny Kang
Angliss Asia

Brent Varcoe
Bidfood South Africa

Antonio Celso Dias Avelino
Bidfood Brazil

I am proud of every member of my team – you are all
heroes to me, to Bidfood and to South Africa! You did
what was needed in this difficult time and I thank each
one of you for what you have done for us.

John Morris
Crown Food

Gabriel Abramovicz
Bidfood Chile

PAYROLL SPEND (Rbn)

Nigel Phillips
Chipkins Puratos (JV)

1

Brent Varcoe
CE, Bidfood SA

Nedim Makzume
Bidfood Turkey

Gustavo Picciafuoco
Blancaluna Argentina
(Investment)

Hisham al Jamil
Bidfood Middle East

Bidfood Emerging Markets, other than Angliss Greater
China, continue to experience the onslaught of the
COVID pandemic, with most territories still recording
high daily infection rates. The challenging economic
and political headwinds have not abated.
The ongoing global working-from-home trend
continues, which keeps city centres quiet and the
lunch-time clientele away. This may take some time for
consumers to regain confidence in social engagement,
but continues to significantly impact a key customer
market for Bidfood Emerging Markets.

5 896
2019: 6 100

3%

3 722
2019: 3 991

FATALITIES

2019: 0

FEMALE
EMPLOYEES
2019: 2 109

7%

3%

The three values we
cherish the most –
Passion, Positivity,
and Bidfood Work Ethic

Seeking extraordinary measures for these exceptional times: from
fees and commissions cutbacks from our suppliers and partners,
to credit line extensions and discounts to our clients, from
temporary compensations and commissions reduction to special
support contracts for partners. No single job was lost. Angliss
widened their scope of operations to serve the community through
home delivery and direct-to-consumer services, and once again
affirmed the innate good in each of us and the deep sense
of fulfilment it produces.
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2,0

2,0

= 0%
2020

The thing I worry about the most
is the health and safety of the
Angliss staff. The most important
thing is that everyone in Angliss
should demonstrate teamwork
and unity. Unity is strength. We
fight this virus together. We
persist on the same boat; I pray
every day. Angliss needs every
one of you.
Johnny Kang
CE, Angliss Asia

2019

2018

2 174

MALE
EMPLOYEES

2019: R15,4m

0

Zero

TOTAL EMPLOYEES

COURSES
TRAINED
2019: 1 823

R13,0m

2

The significant economic impact of COVID has been especially
felt in the operations within the Bidfood Emerging Markets division.
Each entity has not only endeavoured to keep their people paid
and employed but have used the lockdown period to invest in
coaching and mentoring the teams, equipping and positioning
them to respond positively as markets reopen.
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1 858

EMPLOYEE
TRAINING SPEND

Klaas Havenga
Bidcorp Food Africa

COVID

Bidfood Oman delivery team.

The Bidfood South Africa (BFSA) heroes,
our staff, went above and beyond their
individual roles, recognising their vital role
in being classified as essential workers,
working extended hours, often through
the night to ensure the food parcels and
essential food items were delivered to
those in need and those in lockdown.
Management and staff took pay-cuts,
annual leave and sacrificing any bonus or
increases this year, demonstrating each
individual’s show of support through these
difficult times.
Cost cutting pressures in Bidfood Brazil
resulted in staff redundancies and this
internal restructuring should deliver cost
savings in the new year. In Bidfood Chile
the freezing of 25% staff contracts was
unavoidable due to the waiver of the
government labour contracts. We hope
to resume a full staff complement once
markets reopen. Blancaluna Argentina was
accounted for following our 38% investment
in July 2019, and they immediately set to
work restructuring their team. The COVID
crisis was a huge blow, unfortunately labour
adjustments and employee suspensions
were necessary.

Despite the stringent curfew restrictions,
Bidfood Middle East (BME) showed
remarkable resilience, adaptability and
strong work ethic whilst remote working.
All COVID safety precautions were taken,
including taking temperatures, social
distancing, wearing masks and hand
sanitising. BME drivers were able to operate
during lockdown as essential workers,
while following the safety guidelines and
government laws. Online training to support
a successful transition to remote working
was conducted and well received. BME’s
employees were able to return to the office
environment with strict social distancing and
PPE guidelines in place.

Bidfood Brazil product
delivery.

Angliss Singapore participated in
an independent “Engagement Survey”
in October 2019. Angliss scored above
the national average and was awarded
the “Top Employer Brand 2019”
by Influential Brands.

BFSA together with a supplier collective of
significant local foodservice players, recognised
that encouraging people to go out to eat was
going to be difficult. A combined initiative
launched the campaign #OneMealManyThanks,
intended to stimulate demand and encourage
people back into eating-out-of-home.

Bidfood South Africa,
food aid.
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EMERGING MARKETS

Intellectual capital

Financial capital
REVENUE

TRADING PROFIT

R20,5bn
2019: R21,1bn

3%

R0,7bn

34%

2019: R1,0bn

Bidfood Emerging Markets sales reached a low of 52% of the 2019
activity levels in the week of April 12, however, it had recovered to
70% of the 2019 level by the end of June. Revenue was down 3%
to R20,5 billion (2019: R21,1 billion), and trading profit down 34%
to R0,7 billion (2019: R1,0 billion).
Bidcorp Food Africa (BFA) struggled through a difficult last quarter,
navigating some of the most stringent COVID lockdown
restrictions. Revenue and profits for the first eight months were
pleasing but managing the crisis has been the focus for the last
four months of the year. CFG showed overall solid growth for
the year.
Greater China delivered acceptable results despite the negative
impact from the COVID lockdown and ongoing social unrest in
Hong Kong. Hong Kong and Macau faced headwinds as COVID
lockdown, border restrictions and protests impacted consumption
and tourism. Management have focused on the reduction of
operational costs and tight management of working capital.
Singapore delivered a great result despite the country entering
recession following the impacts of the COVID lockdown, restricting
all tourism, conference and hotel occupancies. The foodservice
division struggled as the market closed, but the consumer division
showed positive growth as consumers prepared more food at
home. Similar trends were noted in Malaysia and Vietnam, with
quick recoveries experienced as the markets reopened.

84 900

9%

2019: 93 412

40%
Chain

0% Logistics

BFSA online sales broke the 70% threshold for
total sales through the myBidfood platform.

14%

of 2020 divisional revenue
2019: 17%

2020
52%

Independent

operations struggled due to border closures. Ongoing competitor
pressure in the meat and poultry sectors continue. Focused efforts
to grow and expand into the QSR customer base proved successful.
CFG technology investment continued, integrating the sales rep mobile
ordering platform into the ERP system. The “Crown247” ecommerce
platform recorded more than 10% of sales online, launched CFG
Own Brand products onto retail and online sites, as well as hosted
the first ever fully virtual management conference successfully.

CFG was able to fully operate during
lockdown as people were forced to
eat-at-home. The retail activity levels
were down and the independent
channel was also impacted as some
butcheries were closed. The export

In China out-of-home eating was hard hit, with many customers having
to downsize significantly or even close their doors. Mainland China saw
growth in the food and beverage sectors after the gradual release of
city lockdowns across China. Businesses continue to widen their brand
portfolio, in particular in dairy. Penetration of the supermarket segment
was well-timed benefitting from increased household consumption.
Angliss introduced a light processing plant, the Foshan Food
Processing Centre for chilled and frozen meat seasoning.

BFSA committed to the
foodservice industry, engaged
with the Restaurant Collective,
FEDHASA and the Tourism
Business Council of SA (TBCSA),
to develop safe-opening
protocols, and an app “Travel
Safe Eat Safe” to allow for
the registration, training and
managing of the protocols.

Strong focus remains on restaurant customers, Chinese cuisine,
Own Brands and medium to high-end ranges like chilled and
processed meats, to enhance our foodservice offering.

BME recognised the impact that COVID restrictions would have on
their core imported brands, and so have worked closely with suppliers
to secure additional support for stock management and extension of
payment terms. BME worked with key customers, communicating
re product supply and backlogs, helping them minimise disruptions.
This strategy solidified the fact that Bidfood is the preferred foodservice
partner in the region. Introduction of the home delivery ecommerce
platform provided a well-timed online engagement tool.
Bidfood Turkey grew the brand portfolio in Bidfood EFE and Bidfood
Akdeniz adding significant global brands as well as over 80 local
brands to the portfolio. Bidfood Marmara added global and 26 local
brands to the portfolio. Bidfood Akdeniz started distribution of meat
products.
Singapore Chef Association recognised Angliss
in the 2019 Awards: Gourmet Distributor of the
Year 2019 under World Gourmet Summit; Asia Pacific
Entrepreneurship Awards 2019 by Enterprise Asia.
In Brazil, the “myBidfood” ecommerce platform was well utilised
through lockdown, encouraging online sales and engagement with
customers. Bidfood Chile launched the “BidfoodHome” service to their
six branches. Argentina relaunched their Own Brand line but was
forced to develop alternative business offerings as the COVID crisis
struck to recover volumes.

OWN BRAND

17%

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

SUPPLIERS (#)

Chile experienced a dramatic fall in sales volumes due to the
knock-on effect of both the political unrest in H1 and the COVID
lockdown in H2. Management has been keeping a close eye on
managing the working capital, while at the same time pursuing
other opportunities related to the foodservice market that are
already showing promise. Relaxation of lockdown restrictions is
anticipated in August, and hopefully the recovery is as quick as
in many of our other geographies.

PRODUCT SKUs (#)

8%

75 374

of 2020 divisional revenue
2019: 15%

4% Non-food

2019: 6 767

39%

30%

Ambient

2020

Own Brand,
Grand Fermage,
Bidfood South Africa.

Frozen

14%

2019: 65 894

27% Chilled

Depot investment in Angliss included construction of a chilled meat
warehouse in Chengdu and Beijing. Butchery Quick Packing Station
launched in Shanghai. Foshan Food Processing Centre restructured
a frozen warehouse to meet the increasing capacity. The sale and
leaseback of a Hong Kong property was concluded post-year end
and will be a strong contributor to positive cash flow in the year ahead.
Some investment was made into energy efficient trucks.

Manufactured capital

Argentina (in which Bidcorp has a 38% stake) was classified as
an essential service and able to continue to operate through their
lockdown, albeit at around 30% capacity. Government support
through April helped ease the cost burden but losses were
incurred. By year end, the business generated profits again
and the team has a positive outlook.

CAPEX INVESTMENT

R211,8m

BME, although boosted by an exceptional first half, felt the impact
of the COVID pandemic as many of the large events planned for
the year were cancelled. UAE suffered as demand for key products
dropped off and inventory shelf-life was managed.
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8% Retail and other
CUSTOMERS (#)

Remaining ahead of the curve, BFSA invested in online and ecommerce
solutions such as the Famous Fresh and Food Trucks websites, as well as
adding the home delivery functionality to the myBidfood platform.

7 282

Turkey’s foodservice operations struggled through the lockdown,
however, their liquor distribution activities delivered good sales.
The new operation in Antalya has been impacted by the late and
partial opening of the resorts in this region. Bidfood EFE continues
to establish itself and grow market share. A broad-based
foodservice business was set up in Istanbul effective July 2020.

ECOMMERCE
PLATFORM SALES

CUSTOMER MIX

Proactive engagement with customers, working alongside them to reopen
and supporting them with payment plans, reopening training programmes
and supply of the required personal protective equipment (PPE) to the
horeca sector has grown goodwill. These initiatives will hopefully drive
recovery in the short to medium term.

Brazil struggled under the lockdown, with sales dropping to below
50% of the prior year levels. Both the Irmãos Avelino and Mariusso
operations implemented strict cost-cutting measures, but results
were heavily impacted.
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The Bidfood difference.

2019: R344,8m

17%

39%
DEPOTS (m2)

IT

303 363

9%

2019: 277 822

23%

Vehicles

2020
capex

VEHICLES (#)
60%

Depots

774
2019: 790

2%

INVESTMENT IN IT

R34,1m

42%

2019: R58,9m
HARDWARE*

SOFTWARE

R34,1m

R0m

2019: R57,2m

2019: R1,7m

* Hardware includes IT and office equipment.

Angliss’ 2020 investment into IT includes integration of the B2B website
with the ERP system, the introduction of a CRM mobile application, and
upgrades to the WMS in Shenzhen Chongqing, Kunming and Tsing Yi
Warehouse. “Chop Chop WeChat” and Taobao ecommerce shop was
launched for B2C meat and dairy in Shanghai. Singapore implemented
a Vehicle Management System in March 2020.

BME initiated cost-saving interventions across all businesses,
with positive results. Sanitising protocols were implemented in all
warehouses and logistics functions. Further COVID cost savings were
achieved by reducing the Saudi distribution fleet to 11 trucks and
returned nine rented trucks in the UAE. Bidfood Bahrain successfully
reduced storage charges with Agility Bahrain.

BFSA were able to put capex projects on hold as the COVID crisis
impacted activity and results. Additional measures to cut costs included
temporarily closing the Pretoria, Pietermaritzburg and Empangeni
branches, and disposing of 63 vehicles, 22% of the fleet, in line with
demand decline. CFG upgraded the Polokwane branch premises.

Bidfood Chile has had to postpone the construction of the La Serena
branch due to the social unrest, and now further delayed due to
COVID. At the beginning of the year Bidfood Brazil acquired 10 new
trucks, six for Irmãos Avelino and four for Mariusso. The newly acquired
Argentinian operations increased freezer cold storage capacity by 30%
in July 2019. In February 2020 they expanded their reach into the north
of the country (Iguazu Falls, Misiones Province).

Bidfood Turkey purchased five distribution vehicles for the Akdeniz
branch and moved to new office and warehouse (1 800m2 dry and
850m2 frozen capacity). A new distribution centre was opened in
Antalya, in November 2019. B2C direct sales were initiated where
possible and ecommerce and marketplace platforms were rolled out
across all branches.
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EMERGING MARKETS

BIDFOOD
EMERGING MARKETS’

Social and relationship capital

CARBON EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

Natural capital

91 048

1%

ANGLISS – UNITED AS ONE

2019: 90 582

Fuel and gas

Power

Waste

SCOPE 1 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

SCOPE 2 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

SCOPE 3 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

21 919

2019: 44 111

(excl refrigerants and aircon gases)

1%

45 339

1 001

3%

7%

2019: 1 078

2019: 22 102

SCOPE 1+ EMISSIONS (tCO2e)
(only refrigerants and aircon gases)

22 789

Non-grid electricity
(kWh)
2019: –

2%

2019: 23 291

Fuel (kilolitres)
2019: 8 244

Grid electricity
(kWh)
2019: 59 719 622

8 182

Gas (tonnes)
2019: 237

205

Aircon gas (tonnes)
2019: 15,0

10,4

60 490 157

Food waste
(tonnes)
2019: 168

–

CFG driving sustainability investment
with seven different initiatives this year,
delivering savings of nearly 100MWh
per month. The initiatives include a
steam condensate return optimisation
(responsible for 25% of the monthly
savings), VSD air compressor, solar
panels, boiler heat recovery, dust
collection fan upgrade, LED lighting
and water chiller plant replacement.

Across Bidfood Emerging Markets,
transport efficiencies are critical to peak
performance of the operations. Often
vast distances are required to be
travelled to reach customers. Third
party arrangements to coordinate and
maximise payload, and truck capacity
is engaged to minimise our footprint.

Bidfood UAE was granted a
10% discount on utilities costs for
Dubai Electricity and Water Authority
consumption due to COVID. Bidfood
Brazil Mariusso’s new freezer was
installed and started operating, with full
electricity installed reducing emissions
with smarter cooling systems.

In line with investing in energy efficient,
low carbon emitting vehicles, Angliss
have invested in electronic trucks in
Beijing and in Chengdu.

Angliss Singapore went to e-auction
and investigated alternative suppliers
for smarter, energy efficient utilities.
The new service provider appointed in
September 2019 has already delivered
3% cost savings.

Waste recycled
(tonnes)
2019: 269
Waste to landfill
(tonnes)
2019: 1 827

The Beijing 2020 spring festival was subdued, with only
supermarkets, some bakeries and a few takeaway
restaurants open. To satisfy demand, Angliss established
an emergency response team, responsible for
coordinating activities from ordering to delivery, whilst
strictly ensuring the implementation of daily routines of
disinfection, routine inspection, temperature
measurement, admission approval, daily reporting etc.
The team was able to deliver a timely and sustainable
supply of product throughout the duration of the festival.
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BFA has developed and supplied solutions into feeding
304

schemes aimed at school children, as well as indigent
households via the schoolchildren. Investing in not only
skills development of employees but also disadvantaged
and unemployed youth.

1 696

Ongoing investment into the development of the South
African supply chain through Enterprise and Supplier
Development programmes such as myBidfood student
launch, Nelson Mandela Day, Rally to Read, World Rhino
Day, funding 53 unemployed learners in professional
cookery certification, a soup kitchen, donating four
tonnes of soup powder and donation of bread pre-mix
to Nkosi’s Haven in support of their outreach initiatives.

Foodlink collects safe-to-eat surplus
food from food outlets in Hong Kong
and delivers to those in need, aiming
at reducing hunger and food waste.
Angliss Hong Kong has joined forces
with Foodlink, volunteering our chefs
who prepare a cooked meal once a
week.
In Angliss Greater China, a garbage
sorting and collection policy was
implemented in all branches, aimed
at reducing and minimising waste to
landfill. A “Waste Management Guide
for Environmental Protection” was
implemented in Hong Kong.
In South Africa, management has
committed to reducing waste to landfill
by diverting all production waste from
landfill to a fly farm. A sorting team
in the waste area ensures that all
recyclable materials are rerouted to
the appropriate centres for
responsible disposal. Any
remaining waste from the
branches is compacted
on-site before removal.

BIDFOOD UAE
GIVES BACK TO THE
COMMUNITY

BIDFOOD BRAZIL participated in the SIPAT programme,

by donating thousands of cases
of food and beverage items
to The Hospitality Network, to
the UAE food bank to support
underprivileged communities and
labour camps affected by the
pandemic, as well as to Al Abbar
Enterprises, and to InkEd Dubai
supporting underprivileged
communities during the pandemic.

UAE, food bank,
BME.

being the Accident Prevention Week and Well-Being at Work
national programme. Sponsorship of the “Rose October
Campaign”, a youth development programme, developing
leadership skills as well as raising breast cancer awareness.
Ongoing social programmes include the “November Blue
Campaign” a prostate cancer awareness programme. The annual
Christmas fundraising by employees collected food, clothes and
toys to be distributed to a local community. The employees again
came together to raise funds for those victims affected by the
January 2020 floods.

Water
MUNICIPAL WATER (kilolitres)

278 214

23%

2019: 359 855

Angliss China electric trucks.
CFG water tank,
South Africa.
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Okram recycling,
CFG South Africa.

South Africa,
waste sorting team.

Water harvesting systems are fitted in the Bidfood depots,
where the teams harvest rain water. The water is filtered
before it is used in the supply of the ablutions, truck wash
bay and irrigation systems as well as used for the washing
of pallets in the warehouse.

Bidfood Brazil,
truck wash day.
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CORPORATE

Social and relationship capital

Human capital

Bidcorp Corporate Services complements the
work of decentralised operational divisions
through a range of services, including:
• executive training, oversight and management
of group-wide financial services
• access to corporate finance
• Bidfood Own Brand support
• governance guidance and group-wide
regulatory compliance
• investor relations and corporate
communications
• risk and sustainability support
• strategic direction

8

OUR EXECUTIVES
Bernard Berson
Chief executive

4

A corporate team based in
Australia, South Africa, New
Zealand and United Kingdom.

Bidcorp Corporate oversees the activities of
BidOne and BPC, delivering strategic services
to the group.

Supported by a finance team
in the Isle of Man, Bidcorp
Corporate Services has
developed an in-house
financial consolidation tool
ensuring a smooth and
efficient monthly consolidation
process of our globally diverse
businesses and internal
reporting systems.

8
35 people
TOTAL
EMPLOYEES

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES
BIDCORP 19
BIDONE
34
BPC
11

64

2019: 57
MALE
EMPLOYEES

FEMALE
EMPLOYEES

40

24

2019: 33

Intellectual capital
For the second year in a row
Bidcorp wins the Investment
Analysts Society Award for
excellence in public company reporting.

Countries
from...
Countries BPC
BPC source
source from...
Turkey

Thailand
Germany

United States of America

China
Japan

2019: 24
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BIDFOOD PROCUREMENT COMMUNITY (BPC)
BPC is a direct importer of food and non-food products for the group.
Global sourcing brings the benefit of in-house quality control, stable quantities
of supply through a central team able to engage with suppliers in their own
language and time zones.
As a global purchasing platform all our products are sourced from a variety of
suppliers in differing geographies. We must be able to guarantee quality and
ethically produced products and, hence, we uphold a code of conduct
that works with each Bidfood business to ensure compliance to environmental
standards, human rights, employee working conditions and business ethics,
that we believe reflect the integrity of Bidcorp.

France

BPC services a wide mix of requirements with tailor-made solutions. Our team
strives to understand every market segment we are asked to support and
to work with each team to anticipate and deliver progressive solutions.
BPC selects partners who are compliant with internationally recognised food
safety accreditations, have been visited by BPC and who can help Bidfood
satisfy our customers’ needs and requirements.

Vietnam

India

Malaysia
Chile

Indonesia
Greece

About Bidfood Procurement Community (BPC)

Did you know?

History:
Established in 2011, with the support
of the leadership teams we have
grown to servicing 16 countries.

Mission:
To service every Bidfood business
with best value products, enhanced
purchasing leverage for long term
profit growth.

Vision:
Execute the buying decision with
the most competitive sources
without sacrificing quality to exceed
customers satisfaction.

Strategy:
Secure direct manufacturing sources
at product origins.

Goals:
Standardize source of origin, where
appropriate, with consolidated volume
through effective negotiation for winwin solution to benefit our customers.

BPC ships eight full container loads every day.

We ship over 4 million kilograms of canned goods.
We ship over 2,5 million kilograms of frozen product.
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R3,6m
2019: R4,5m

Bidcorp continues to support Nkosi’s Haven with monthly donations enabling
them to provide accommodation, ARVs, nutritional foods and other assistance
for those living with HIV/Aids. Nkosi’s Haven also ensures that each child is
given the opportunity to attend and complete schooling.

1

David Cleasby
Chief financial officer

CSI SPEND

NKOSI’S HAVEN

8

Nigel Boswell
Chief development officer

The corporate centre identifies strategic and
investment opportunities while promoting
experience-sharing across divisions.

Complementing the work done throughout
the group, the corporate office continues
to donate and support a variety of charities
and community organisations.

GLOBAL
CORPORATE
TEAM

Com

Nkosi’s Haven survived the past year, facing their usual challenges as well as
having to navigate the additional challenges brought about by COVID. Opening
their doors to victims of gender-based violence through lockdown meant an
additional thirty plus residents to care for and feed. Identifying the widespread
poverty in surrounding areas, Nkosi’s Haven initiated a bread-baking outreach
programme, baking and distributing an average of 530 loaves of bread per
day to the localised Johannesburg South Jackson’s squatter camp, Lawley/
Lenasia elderly feeding scheme and a children’s programme in Orlando East.
Bidcorp’s Chipkins Puratos donated premix and yeast for this project.
In spite of these challenges, there were some moments to celebrate with
Nkosi’s Haven enjoying the international performing arts organisation
“artsINSIDEOUT”, holding their annual theatre workshop, as well as visits
from other international guests including honours students from West Chester
University, England and political science students from the USA’s Georgia State
University.

Achievements:
• Save for one young child who was transferred to
a special needs school, all Nkosi’s Haven’s
children passed their 2019 school year
• Three of the children completing matric in 2020
• Two post-matriculants enrolled for distant
learning tertiary education, studying psychology
and criminology respectively
• An honour’s student graduated and is presently
completing an internship
• The 4th YES teaching degree student achieved
five distinctions – a fantastic achievement.
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Technology will help us be
the best service provider with
the lowest cost of business.
Bidcorp’s strategic investment in technology engaging customers and suppliers
across the group continues to prove its value, reinforcing Bidcorp’s industry
leading position. Technology has been critical in our ability to communicate,
support, respond, and service our stakeholders, beyond business-as-usual.

BidOne ecommerce platform
channelled 30% of the 2020 group
revenue through their system.

Our ecommerce platforms have been a cornerstone in our response to the rapidly
changing 2020 market conditions. Adapting the myBidfood ecommerce platform
around the world to quickly provide for direct-to-consumer interface – within just a
few days of lockdown being introduced. Almost without exception, most Bidfood
businesses used the period of constrained activity to complete additional
functionality projects, particularly expanding payment options for our customers.
Despite the rapid shift in priorities, ongoing migration to the BidOne multi-tenant
cloud environment has continued and is a highlight of the year. BidOne has
significantly enhanced the myRecipes and Menu Planning modules, specifically
in the areas of fully aggregated allergen and nutritional profiles for detailed recipe
and menu management.
Growing interest and focus on our tool-based support for suppliers has been
boosted with the launch of the upgraded Supplier Portal. Combined with our
“Supplier Turn In Order” app for remote access to product ranges including
technical data. Quick response and proactive adoption of changing
market conditions is invaluable to our suppliers and partners.
Our strategy to be the best wholesale partner for both our customers and
suppliers is realised in our market leading technology platforms.
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